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Abstract: We continue to investigate the N = 1 deformations of four-dimensional N = 2
superconformal field theories (SCFTs) labeled by a nilpotent element of the flavor symmetry
[1]. This triggers a renormalization group (RG) flow to an N = 1 SCFT. We systematically
analyze all possible deformations of this type for certain classes of N = 2 SCFTs: confor-
mal SQCDs, generalized Argyres-Douglas theories and the E6 SCFT. We find a number of
examples where the amount of supersymmetry gets enhanced to N = 2 at the end point of
the RG flow. Most notably, we find that the SU(N) and Sp(N) conformal SQCDs can be
deformed to flow to the Argyres-Douglas (AD) theories of type (A1,D2N−1) and (A1,D2N )
respectively. This RG flow therefore allows us to compute the full superconformal index of
the (A1,DN ) class of AD theories. Moreover, we find an infrared duality between N = 1
theories where the fixed point is described by an N = 2 AD theory. We observe that the
classes of examples that exhibit supersymmetry enhancement saturate certain bounds for the
central charges implied by the associated two-dimensional chiral algebra.
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1 Introduction
The study of quantum field theories in the strongly coupled regime is notoriously challenging
owing to the inapplicability of perturbative analysis. However, this problem becomes some-
what tractable when one focuses on supersymmetric field theories. This is largely because
the quantum corrections to various physical quantities of interest are strongly constrained by
holomorphy [2]. This has made many exact computations possible, as a result of which super-
symmetric theories have become a testing ground for many novel approaches being developed
to study quantum field theories.
In this paper, we study the renormalization group (RG) flow of certain four-dimensional
N = 1 supersymmetric field theories obtained by considering a specific category of N = 1
preserving deformations [1] of N = 2 superconformal field theories (SCFTs) with non-Abelian
flavor symmetry F . These correspond to coupling a gauge-singlet field, M , to the moment
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map operator, µ (which is the scalar component in the N = 2 supermultiplet of the conserved
flavor current) via
W = TrMµ , (1.1)
and then giving a nilpotent vev to M . A nilpotent element in F is classified by its SU(2)
embeddings ρ : SU(2) →֒ F and given by ρ(σ+). Therefore one can obtain an N = 1 SCFT
TIR labelled by an N = 2 SCFT TUV and the SU(2) embedding ρ as:
TUV  TIR[TUV, ρ]. (1.2)
Deformations of this kind were previously considered in [3–7].
In [1, 8], the last two authors of the current paper demonstrated that the four-dimensional
N = 1 theories obtained in this manner have rich dynamics characterized by operator decou-
pling and appearance of accidental symmetries along their RG flow. The main tool of analysis
for such RG flows was the principle of a-maximization [9] and its modification [10]. What
was perhaps most surprising is the fact that many of these theories flow to IR fixed points
at which there is an enhancement of supersymmetry from N = 1 to N = 2. By investigating
the RG flows, certain N = 1 Lagrangians were discovered, whose IR fixed points were found
to be the Argyres-Douglas theory [11] and its generalization of (A1, AN ) type. This made it
possible to obtain the full superconformal indices of the these theories.
However, the deformation analyzed in [1, 8] belonged to only one particular case among
many choices. It was obtained by giving M , the nilpotent vev corresponding to the principal
(maximal) nilpotent orbit of the flavor symmetry F of the undeformed N = 2 theory, which
breaks F completely. An immediate question that arises in this context, is if the above
mentioned phenomenon continues to be true when the vev of M is given by other nilpotent
orbits of F . It is this question that we seek to answer in the current paper. We will show that
indeed there exists a class of nilpotent vevs that is different from the principal case and yet
triggers an RG flow to an IR fixed point with the enhanced supersymmetry. In particular,
this will enable us to write N = 1 Lagrangians flowing to the so-called (A1,DN ) theories,
thereby allowing us to compute their full superconformal indices.
The Argyres-Douglas theory and its generalizations are believed to be some of the sim-
plest known N = 2 SCFTs. They are characterized by the fact that their Coulomb branch
operators have fractional scaling dimensions. They were originally found at special loci on
the Coulomb branches of N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories [11, 12] (also see [13, 14] for
many more examples) where the massless spectra consist of particles with mutually non-local
electromagnetic charges. The lack of a duality frame in which all the particles are only electri-
cally charged then makes it impossible to write an N = 2 Lagrangian describing this system,
hence giving rise to the belief that these theories are isolated strongly coupled SCFTs. A
more modern approach towards constructing Argyres-Douglas theories consists of wrapping
M5-branes on a sphere with one irregular puncture and at most one regular puncture [15–18].
The lack of a Lagrangian makes it difficult to compute any physically relevant data.
Progress in our understanding of theses theories might have been slow, but has not been
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completely stunted. Holographic techniques were successfully employed in [19] to compute
the central charges for the so-called H0, H1, and H2 theories. This result was confirmed
by a field theoretic method in [20]. This technique was later applied to the generalized AD
theories in [21]. Their BPS particle spectrum in the Coulomb branch was carefully studied
in [15, 22–27]. The two-dimensional chiral algebra (in the sense of [28]) for AD theories
corresponds to non-unitary minimal models. Moreover, some of the AD theories saturate the
lower bound of the conformal anomaly c and the flavor central charge k [29, 30]. The authors
of [31] found a relation between the Schur limit of the superconformal index and the BPS
particle spectrum, building upon the results in [23, 32]. This relation was further developed
in [33, 34]. Using this, they computed the Schur indices of the generalized AD theories and
found that it is identical to the vacuum character of the two-dimensional chiral algebra. The
Schur, Macdonald and Hall-Littlewood indices were independently obtained in [35–37] where
the authors were able to take advantage of the 2d/4d correspondence proposed in [38–42].
We will use these limiting cases to provide a non-trivial check of our proposal for the full
superconformal indices of the SCFTs of type (A1,DN ).
Summary of results Through our analysis, we find that when the undeformed N = 2
SCFT is given by an SU(N) gauge theory with Nf = 2N fundamental hypermultiplets and
M is given a vev corresponding to the next-to-principal nilpotent orbit labeled by the partition
[N−1, 1] of the SU(2N) flavor symmetry, the IR fixed point is characterized by the (A1,D2N )
theory. The vev of M preserves a U(1)2(⊂ SU(2N)×U(1)) flavor symmetry. We claim that
this enhances to the SU(2) × U(1) flavor symmetry of the corresponding theory. This claim
is supported by the fact that upon appropriate normalization of the U(1)2 fugacities, they
arrange themselves into SU(2) × U(1) characters in the superconformal index. Similarly,
when the undeformed theory is an N = 2 Sp(N) gauge theory with 4N +4 fundamental half-
hypermultiplets and M is given a vev corresponding to the nilpotent orbit of SO(4N + 4)
labelled by the partition [4N + 1, 13], the IR fixed point corresponds to the (A1,D2N+1)
theory. This vev of M preserves an SO(3)(⊂ SO(4N +4)) which is isomorphic to the SU(2)
flavor symmetry of the corresponding AD theories in the IR. These, in addition to the cases
found in [1] for the principal embedding, are summarized in table 1.
We also consider the effect of giving M a vev corresponding to other nilpotent orbits of
the respective flavor groups. However, in these cases, the IR theory does not seem to exhibit
any supersymmetry enhancement. For most of these cases the central charges of the IR fixed
point are irrational and hence cannot posses an N = 2 supersymmetry [1]. However, there
are few cases, other than those mentioned above, where the IR central charges do become
rational. We were not able to find any N = 2 SCFTs to which they might correspond.
Neither were we able to find any particular pattern governing the partitions for which the
central charges are rational. For the sake of completeness, in tables 5 and 7, we list the
respective partitions of SU(2N) and SO(4N + 4) for which central charges are rational.
Similar deformation of the N = 2 SO(N) gauge theory coupled to 2N − 4 fundamental
half-hypermultiplets with F = Sp(N − 2) can also be considered. In this case, the vev
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TUV ρ TIR[TUV , ρ]
SU(N) with Nf = 2N
[N ] (A1, A2N−1) theory
[N − 1, 1] (A1,D2N ) theory
Sp(N) with Nf = 2N + 2
[4N + 4] (A1, A2N ) theory
[4N + 1, 13] (A1,D2N+1) theory
(IN,k, F ) [N ] (AN−1, AN+k−1) theory
(IN,−N+2, F ) [N − 1, 1] (A1,DN ) theory
E6 SCFT
E6 H0 theory
D5 H1 theory
D4 H2 theory
Table 1: Summary of results: Here we list the RG flows exhibiting supersymmetry enhance-
ment.
corresponding to the principal nilpotent orbit always seems to give irrational central charges
and so the IR theory cannot be invariant under an N = 2 supersymmetry. Other orbits for
which the central charges become rational pop-up at apparently random places as we scan
through the various values of N . We list these in table 8. Once again, we were not able to
find any N = 2 theories that might be associated to their IR fixed points.
Moreover, we consider deformations of the generalized AD theory of type (IN,k, F ) [21],
which has (at least) SU(N) flavor symmetry. We find that the deformation corresponding
to the principal embedding triggers a flow to the AD theory of type (AN−1, AN+k−1). When
k = −N+2, the non-principal embedding [N−1, 1] gives the (A1,DN ) theory. When N = 2n
is even, (I2n,−2n+2, F ) theory is identical to the SU(n) conformal SQCD, which gets back to
the previous analysis. Thus it is interesting for N = 2n+1 odd. When combined with the RG
Sp(n) SQCD with Nf = 2n+ 2 ↔ (I2n+1,−2n+1, F ) AD theory
ρ = [4n + 1, 13]ց ւ ρ = [2n, 1]
(A1,D2n+1) AD theory
Figure 1: IR duality among N = 1 theories. The IR fixed point is described by N = 2 AD
theory
flow from the deformed Sp(n) conformal SQCD to (A1,D2n+1) theory, this example provides
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F kF bound
SU(2) · 83
SU(N) N ≥ 3 N
Sp(N) N ≥ 3 N + 2
SO(N) N = 4, . . . , 8 4
SO(N) N ≥ 8 N − 4
Table 2: The lower bound for the flavor central charge kF for F = SU(N), Sp(N) and
SO(N) [28, 30].
us with a novel IR duality, where two distinct N = 1 theories flow to the same IR fixed point
theory with the N = 2 supersymmetry.
Deformations of the E6 SCFT of [43] are also considered. In this case we find three
deformations with RG flows to N = 2 fixed points.
Chiral algebra and SUSY enhancement While we are not aware of the mechanism
of the supersymmetry enhancement, it is worthwhile to point out that the condition of the
enhancement is somewhat related to the property of the associated two-dimensional chiral
algebra [28] χ[TUV] of the undeformed theory TUV. We conjecture that the IR theory experi-
ences the supersymmetry enhancement for the following two cases:
1. χ[TUV] is given by the affine Kac-Moody algebra fˆ (affine version of the flavor symmetry
group F ) where the 2d stress tensor is given by the Sugawara construction, and the
deformation ρ corresponds to the maximal (principal) nilpotent orbit of F .
2. χ[TUV] is given by the affine Kac-Moody algebra fˆ as above. In addition, the flavor cen-
tral charge kF saturates the bound given in table 2, and the deformation ρ corresponds
to the next-to-maximal nilpotent orbit which preserves some amount of F .
When the 2d stress tensor is given by the Sugawara construction, the central charges saturates
the bound, in terms of the four-dimensional central charges, given as
dimF
c
≥ 24h
∨
kF
− 12, (1.3)
where h∨ is the dual Coxeter number of F . The flavor central charge bound is shown in table
2. The nilpotent orbit is maximal if its dimension is the highest one. The next-to-maximal
is meant in this sense. For the su(n), the next-to-maximal or the subregular orbit is given
by the partition [n − 1, 1], which preserves u(1) subgroup. Note that in the so(2k) case, the
next-to-maximal (subregular) orbit does not preserve any flavor symmetry. Instead, the one
with the highest dimension and preserving some of the flavor symmetry is [2k − 3, 13]. For
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the e6, the ‘next-to-maximal’ with some unbroken flavor symmetry would be D5 in terms of
the Bala-Carter label, not the subregular orbit E6(a1).
This conjecture is indeed true for all the examples we consider in this paper. It would be
interesting to find a proof or an explanation behind this phenomena.
Organization The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we review the
procedure of our class of N = 1 deformations of N = 2 SCFTs. We then give the formulae for
the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients of the R-symmetries in the cases when the flavor symmetry
of the original N = 2 SCFT is SU(N), Sp(N) and SO(N). In section 3, we analyze the RG
flow triggered by the deformation corresponding to the next-to-principal nilpotent orbit in
the case of N = 2 conformal SQCD with classical gauge group SU(N), Sp(N) and SO(N).
In section 4, we consider the deformations of the generalized AD theory and the E6 SCFT.
In section 5, we compute the full superconformal indices of the (A1,DN ) theories using the
“Lagrangian descriptions” we find in section 3. We also use this result to compute the
indices of (A3, A3) and (A2, A5) theories and check their invariance under S-dualities. In the
appendix, we discuss the superconformal index of adjoint SQCD in the scenario when some
of the operators decouple along the RG flow.
2 N = 1 deformations of N = 2 SCFTs with flavor symmetry F
In this section we consider the N = 1 deformation procedure introduced in [1] which is
applicable to arbitrary N = 2 SCFT TUV with a non-Abelian flavor symmetry F (here F
could be a subgroup of the full flavor symmetry of TUV). Let us denote the Lie algebra of F
as f. To this SCFT,
• we couple an N = 1 chiral multiplet M transforming in the adjoint representation of f
with the superpontential
W = TrMµ, (2.1)
where µ is the moment map operator which is the lowest component of the conserved
current multiplet of F , and
• give a nilpotent vev to M : 〈M〉 = ρ(σ+), where ρ is the embedding ρ: su(2)→ f.
Let the generators of the Cartan of SU(2)R and U(1)r symmetries be I3 and r respec-
tively1, and we denote them as
(J+, J−) = (2I3, r). (2.2)
In this convention, the charges of M and µ are (J+, J−) = (0, 2) and (2, 0) respectively. The
vev of M breaks U(1)J− symmetry, but the following combination is preserved:
J− − 2ρ(σ3) (2.3)
1Here we use the convention that the µ operator has 2I3 charge 2, and Coulomb branch operators have
dimensions ∆ = r
2
.
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We now decompose M and µ into irreducible representations of SU(2) ⊂ F , in accordance
with decomposition of the adjoint representation of f, adj→ ⊕jVj , where Vj is spin-j repre-
sentation of SU(2).
As studied in [1, 3–6], for each spin-j representation of M , only the component with
j3 = −j, will stay coupled to the theory. The superpotential thus becomes
W =
∑
j
Mj,−jµj,j, (2.4)
where Mj,−j has charge (J+, J−) = (0, 2 + 2j).
Let us now give the formulas of the anomaly coefficients. Henceforth, we will denote the
the central charges a and c of TUV as aT and cT respectively. In terms of these, the anomalies
of TUV are given by
TrJ+ = TrJ
3
+ = 0,
TrJ− = TrJ
3
− = 48(aT − cT ),
TrJ2+J− = 8(2aT − cT ),
TrJ+J
2
− = 0,
TrJ−T
aT a = −kF
2
,
(2.5)
where Ta are the generators of f and kF is the flavor central charge. After the deformation, we
will have to account for the shift (2.3) and the contribution from the remaining M multiplets
(2.4). The former only changes the TrJ3− anomaly as TrJ
3
− → TrJ3− + 12TrJ−ρ(σ3)2 =
TrJ3− − 6kF IY , where IY is the embedding index. The latter contribution can be easily
computed once we consider the decomposition of the adjoint representation of f.
Let us now see the explicit formulas of the anomaly coefficients for F = SU, Sp and SO.
F = SU(N) case The embedding ρ is specified by a partition of N (or a Young diagram
with N boxes). We denote this by N =
∑
k knk. Due to the vev to M , the flavor symmetry
F is broken to S[
∏
k U(nk)], where S[. . .] means the traceless part of . . ..
In this case the embedding index is given by
IY =
1
6
ℓ∑
k=1
k(k2 − 1)nk. (2.6)
The components of M transform in representations of the remaining global symmetry. By
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adding these contributions one gets the anomalies of the deformed theory:
TrJ+ = TrJ
3
+ = −
ℓ∑
k=1
kn2k − 2
∑
k<l
knknl + 1,
TrJ− = 48(aT − cT ) +N2 − 1,
TrJ3− = 48(aT − cT )− 6kF IY +
ℓ∑
k=1
k2(2k2 − 1)n2k + 2
∑
k<l
kl(k2 + l2 − 1)nknl − 1,
TrJ2+J− = 8(2aT − cT ) +N2 − 1,
TrJ+J
2
− = −
ℓ∑
k=1
k(4k2 − 1)
3
n2k − 2
∑
k<l
k(3l2 + k2 − 1)
3
nknl + 1, (2.7)
where we have used the identity N2 =
∑ℓ
k=1 k
2n2k + 2
∑
k<l klnknl.
F = SO(N) case In the case of the global symmetry being SO(N), the embeddings ρ are in
one-to-one correspondence with those partitions of 2N , for which the even parts occur with
even multiplicity2. A generic partition specifying an embedding is therefore given by
N =
∑
ke
kenke +
∑
ko
konko ,∀ke, nke = even . (2.8)
The corresponding vev forM breaks the SO(N) symmetry down to
∏
ko
SO(nko)×
∏
ke
Sp(
nke
2 ).
The embedding index is given by [48]
IY =
1
12
∑
ke
ke(k
2
e − 1)nke +
1
12
∑
ko
ko(k
2
o − 1)nko , (2.9)
where we have normalized the SO(N) generators to be such that the quadratic index, TrT aT b,
of the fundamental representation is 1.
Upon decomposing M into representations of SU(2) ×∏ko SO(nko) ×∏ke Sp(nke2 ) and
keeping only the j3 = −j component for each spin-j representation of M , the anomalies of
2As mentioned in [44], when N is even, an exception to this rule comes from partitions which consists of only
even parts, each appearing with even multiplicity. Such partitions are called “very even” and correspond to two
distinct embeddings, which are exchanged under the action of the Z2 outer-automorphism of SO(N)|N=even .
This distinction between the two embeddings associated to “very even” partitions was important in [45–47],
but seems to be inconsequential for the deformations studied here. We will therefore treat the two embeddings
corresponding to any given “very even” partition, to be equivalent.
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the deformed theory are given by
TrJ+ = TrJ
3
+ = −
1
2
∑
ke
ken
2
ke −
1
2
∑
ko
(konko − 1)nko
−
∑
ke<le
kenkenle −
∑
ko<lo
konkonlo −
∑
ke,ko
min(ke, ko)nkenko ,
TrJ− = 48(aT − cT ) + 1
2
N(N − 1),
TrJ3− = 48(aT − cT )− 6kF IY +
1
2
∑
ko
konko(2k
3
onko − 4k2o − konko + 3)
+
1
2
∑
ke
kenke(2k
3
enke − 4k2e − kenke + 3) +
∑
ke<le
kele(k
2
e + l
2
e − 1)nkenle
+
∑
ko<lo
kolo(k
2
o + l
2
o − 1)nkonlo +
∑
ko,ke
koke(k
2
o + k
2
e − 1)nkonke ,
TrJ2+J− = 8(2aT − cT ) +
1
2
N(N − 1),
TrJ+J
2
− = −
1
6
∑
ko
nko
(
4k3onko − 6k2o − konko + 3
)− 1
6
∑
ke
kenke(4k
2
enke − 6ke − nke)
− 1
3
∑
ke<le
ke
(
3l2e + k
2
e − 1
)
nkenle −
1
3
∑
ko<lo
ko
(
3l2o + k
2
o − 1
)
nkonlo
− 1
3
∑
ke<ko
ke
(
3k2o + k
2
e − 1
)
nkenko −
1
3
∑
ko<ke
ko
(
3k2e + k
2
o − 1
)
nkonke . (2.10)
F = Sp(N) case When the flavor symmetry is given by the rank-N symplectic group,
Sp(N), the embeddings ρ are in one-to-one correspondence with those partitions of 2N for
which the odd parts occur with even multiplicity [44]. Let us write this as
2N =
∑
ke
kenke +
∑
ko
konko ,∀ko, nko = even , (2.11)
where ke and ko denote even and odd parts of the partition respectively. The corresponding
vev for M breaks the flavor symmetry down to
∏
ke
SO(nke)×
∏
ko
Sp(12nko). The embedding
index is given by the same formula (2.9), where the Sp(N) generators are normalized to be
such that the quadratic index, TrT aT b, of the fundamental representation is 1.
We can now decompose M into representations of SU(2)×∏ke SO(nke)×∏ko Sp(12nko),
where SU(2) corresponds to the embedding, ρ. Recall from (2.4), for each spin-j representa-
tion of M , only the components with j3 = −j will survive in the IR. Once the contribution
of these components are taken into account, the anomalies of the deformed theory are given
– 9 –
by
TrJ+ = TrJ
3
+ = −
1
2
∑
ke
ken
2
ke −
1
2
∑
ko
(konko + 1)nko
−
∑
ke<le
kenkenle −
∑
ko<lo
konkonlo −
∑
ke,ko
min(ke, ko)nkenko ,
TrJ− = 48(aT − cT ) + 2N2 +N,
TrJ3− = 48(aT − cT )− 6kF IY +
1
2
∑
ko
konko(2k
3
onko + 4k
2
o − konko − 3)
+
1
2
∑
ke
kenke(2k
3
enke + 4k
2
e − kenke − 3) +
∑
ke<le
kele(k
2
e + l
2
e − 1)nkenle
+
∑
ko<lo
kolo(k
2
o + l
2
o − 1)nkonlo +
∑
ko,ke
koke(k
2
o + k
2
e − 1)nkonke ,
TrJ2+J− = 8(2aT − cT ) + 2N2 +N,
TrJ+J
2
− = −
1
6
∑
ko
nko
(
4k3onko + 6k
2
o − konko − 3
)− 1
6
∑
ke
kenke(4k
2
enke + 6ke − nke)
− 1
3
∑
ke<le
ke
(
3l2e + k
2
e − 1
)
nkenle −
1
3
∑
ko<lo
ko
(
3l2o + k
2
o − 1
)
nkonlo
− 1
3
∑
ke<ko
ke
(
3k2o + k
2
e − 1
)
nkenko −
1
3
∑
ko<ke
ko
(
3k2e + k
2
o − 1
)
nkonke . (2.12)
a-maximization and the IR SCFT With the anomaly coefficients derived above, we can
obtain the IR R-symmetry by maximizing [9] the trial central charge a(ǫ) computed from
RIR(ǫ) =
1 + ǫ
2
J+ +
1− ǫ
2
J−. (2.13)
It is important to check that the scalar chiral operators have R-charge greater than (or equal
to) 2/3, otherwise unitarity is violated. Therefore, we need to know, as the input data, the
operator spectrum of TUV, in addition to the central charges aT , cT and kF . If we find an
operator violating the unitarity bound, we interpret it as being free field along the RG flow
and decoupled. Thus at the level of the computation of the central charge we subtract its
contribution from the trial central charge and redo a-maximization, as was explained in [10].
In our examples we will often see this phenomenon, and the IR theory will be the product of
a non-trivial SCFT and a decoupled sector of free fields.
3 Deformation of conformal SQCD with gauge group G
We now apply the generic procedure described in the previous section to the case when TrmUV
is an N = 2 conformal SQCD with gauge group SU , Sp and SO. A busy reader can skip to
tables 3, 5 and 7, where the results of the embeddings leading to an IR SCFT with rational
– 10 –
Partition GF adjoint embedding index IR N = 2
[7, 1] ∅ V1 ⊕ 2V3 ⊕ V5 28 Yes; H0 theory
[5, 3] ∅ 3V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ 2V3 12 ?
[5, 13] su(2) 3V0 ⊕ V1 ⊕ 3V2 ⊕ V3 10 Yes; H1 theory
[4, 4]I,II su(2) 3V0 ⊕ V1 ⊕ 3V2 ⊕ V3 10 Yes; H1 theory
[32, 12] u(1)2 2V0 ⊕ 7V1 ⊕ V2 4 Yes; H2 theory
[3, 22, 1] su(2) 3V0 ⊕ 4V 1
2
⊕ 3V1 ⊕ 2V 3
2
3 No
[24]I,II sp(2) 10V0 ⊕ 6V1 2 No
[3, 15] sp(2) 10V0 ⊕ 6V1 2 No
[22, 14] su(2)3 9V0 ⊕ 8V 1
2
⊕ V1 1 No
[18] so(8) 28V0 0 Yes; D4 theory
Table 3: Classification of the nilpotent vev of so(8). We also list commuting subalgebra
GF under the embedding of su(2) and the decomposition of the adjoint representation, along
with the embedding index. The last Column denotes the supersymmetry enhancement in the
IR. The case with the partition [18] simply means no vev, thus the IR theory is the original
N = 2 theory plus the free decoupled sector.
central charges are listed. All the other embeddings give N = 1 theories with irrational
central charges.
3.1 G = SU(2) ≃ Sp(1), F = SO(8)
We start the study of the N = 1 deformation from the case where TUV is the D4 theory,
namely the N = 2 SCFT realized by SU(2) theory with four fundamental hypermultiplets
whose flavor symmetry is SO(8). We couple the chiral multiplet M with the SO(8) moment
map operator µ via the superpotential coupling (2.1). We then give M a nilpotent vev
corresponding to the embedding su(2)→ so(8).
Let us first review the classification of the embedding. They are classified by a partition
of 8, where even entries appear even number of times. In addition, when the partition is
very even, that is, all entries are even numbers, there are two nilpotent orbits. In table 3, we
tabulate some relevant data for our analysis.
Let us discuss the RG flow given by each nilpotent vev.
Principal embedding [7, 1] The first line in the table corresponds to the principal em-
bedding where the SO(8) flavor group is broken completely. This case was already studied
in [1, 8], and the IR theory was found to be the “minimal” (and nontrivial) N = 2 SCFT
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discovered by Argyres and Douglas [11]. We here briefly review the RG flow in this case, then
move on to the other embeddings.
As in table 3, the adjoint representation of SO(8) decomposes, under the principal em-
bedding, as
28→ V1 ⊕ V3 ⊕ V5 ⊕ V3 . (3.1)
Upon giving the vev to M , we are left with Mj,−j with j = 1, 3, 5, 3 with charges (J+, J−) =
(0, 4), (0, 8), (0, 12), (0, 8). The anomaly coefficients after the deformation are given by TrJ+ =
TrJ3+ = −4, TrJ− = 18, TrJ3− = 1362, TrJ2+J− = 34 and TrJ+J2− = −228, from which we get
the trial a-function as a(ǫ) = − 332
(
807ǫ3 − 1746ǫ2 + 1231ǫ − 284). Upon a-maximization, we
get ǫ = 1807
(
582 +
√
7585
) ≃ 0.82911. This makes the Coulomb branch operator (that has
(J+, J−) = (0, 4)) and Mj,−j with j = 1 to violate the unitarity bound so that they become
free along the RG flow and get decoupled.
We redo a-maximization after removing these chiral multiplets, and check the dimensions
of the remaining chiral operators. This process has to be repeated until no operator hits the
unitarity bound. The final result is that, Trφ2, M1, M3 and M
′
3 decouple. After removing
these operators, the anomaly coefficients are TrJ+ = TrJ
3
+ = 0, TrJ− = −2, TrJ3− = 622,
TrJ2+J− = 14 and TrJ+J
2
− = −112. This implies a(ǫ) = − 332
(
375ǫ3 − 810ǫ2 + 559ǫ− 124)
and ǫ is determined to be
ǫ =
13
15
, (3.2)
which gives the central charges
a =
43
120
, c =
11
30
. (3.3)
These are the values of the central charges of the Argyres-Douglas theory [19]. We also find
that the operator Mj,−j with j = 5 has the scalling dimension ∆ =
6
5 , which is the same as
the dimension of the Coulomb branch operator of the Argyres-Douglas theory. Therefore we
have found an RG flow that takes the D4 theory to the Argyres-Douglas theory (with some
free chiral multiplets).
[5, 3] After Higgsing, we have three M1,−1, one M2,−2 and two M3,−3 operators among
the components of M whose charges are (J+, J−) = (0, 4), (0, 6) and (0, 8). There is no
flavor symmetry remaining. We find that M1,−1 andM2,−2 operators (including the Coulomb
branch operator having (J+, J−) = (0, 4)) decouple along the flow. At the end of the flow, we
find ǫ = 4151 and the two M3,−3 operators have the scaling dimension ∆ =
20
17 and the central
charges are
a =
6349
13872
, c =
3523
13872
. (3.4)
Although the central charges are rational numbers, it does not necessarily mean that the IR
interacting theory is N = 2 supersymmetric. We are not sure whether this theory is N = 1
or N = 2.
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[5,13] = [4,4]I = [4,4]II We find that these different choices of nilpotent vevs give rise to the
same IR theory. (They have the same decomposition of the adjoint and the same embedding
index.) The flavor symmetry is SU(2). After Higgsing, the remaining components of M are
three M0,0, one M1,−1, three M2,−2 and one M3,−3 fields. Along the flow, M0,0, M1,−1 and
M2,−2 operators (and the Trφ
2) decouple. At the end of the flow, we obtain ǫ = 79 and the
M3,−3 operator has the scaling dimension ∆ =
4
3 . The central charges are
a =
11
24
, c =
1
2
. (3.5)
These are exactly the same values as those of the H1 (=(A1, A3)) theory [49], which is the
maximal conformal point of the N = 2 SU(2) theory with two flavors [12]. This flow realizes
the N = 1 Lagrangian description of the H1 theory.
[32,12] After Higgsing, we have two M0,0, seven M1,−1 and one M2,−2 components of M
remaining. At this point, we have U(1)2 flavor symmetry (in addition to the U(1)F ). Along
the flow,M0,0, M1,−1 and Trφ
2 get decoupled. At the end of the flow, we get ǫ = 23 and the
dimension of the M2,−2 operator to be ∆ =
3
2 . The central charges are
a =
7
12
, c =
2
3
, (3.6)
which are precisely the same values as those of the H2 (= (A1,D4)) theory, which is the
maximal conformal point of the N = 2 SU(2) theory with three flavors [12]. Thus we
propose that the flavor symmetry is also enhanced to SU(3) in the IR.
Other embeddings All the other embeddings give the irrational central charges in the IR.
Therefore the theory is N = 1.
3.2 G = SU(N), F = SU(2N)
The N = 2 SU(2) conformal SQCD seen in the previous subsection has two generalizations:
SU(N) SQCD with 2N flavors and Sp(N) SQCD with 4N +4 flavors. In this subsection, we
consider the former case, namely T = SU(N) SQCD. To this theory we add a gauge-singlet
chiral multiplet M . The superpotential of the theory is given by
W = Trφµ +TrMµ˜ , (3.7)
where µ and µ˜ are the moment map operators in the current multiplets for the SU(N)
gauge and SU(2N) flavor symmetry respectively. For Lagrangian theories, such as those
described here, they are given by µ = QQ˜− 1NTrQQ˜ and µ˜ = Q˜Q− 12NTrQ˜Q. These theories
enjoy an SU(2N)×U(1)B flavor symmetry. The chiral superfieldM transforms in the adjoint
representation of the SU(2N) flavor symmetry. Upon givingM a nilpotent vev corresponding
to various partitions of 2N , we get a reduced theory whose matter content is the one described
in [5].
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fields SU(N) U(1)1 U(1)2 J+ J−
q1 N 1 2N − 1 1 0
q˜1 N¯ −1 −(2N − 1) 1 0
q2 N 1 −1 1 −2(N − 1)
q˜2 N¯ −1 1 1 −2(N − 1)
φ adj 0 0 0 2
Mj (j = 0, . . . , 2N − 2) 1 0 0 0 2j + 2
M˜N−1 1 0 2N 0 2N
M˜ ′N−1 1 0 −2N 0 2N
Table 4: Matter content for the “Lagrangian description” of the (A1,D2N ) theory.
In [1], the vev corresponding to the so-called principal embedding has been studied. This
embedding breaks the SU(2N) symmetry completely and is described by the trivial partition
[2N ]. The resulting theory in the IR is the (A1, A2N−1) theory [23].
In the following we consider the other embeddings, mostly the one corresponding to the
partition [2N −1, 1] which breaks the flavor symmetry to U(1)m and we called as the next-to-
maximal embedding. For this embedding, the adjoint representation of SU(2N) decomposes
into the representations of U(1)m (and SU(2))
adj→
2N−2⊕
j=0
Vj,0 ⊕ VN−1,2N ⊕ VN−1,−2N . (3.8)
Here Vj,q denotes a multiplet that transforms in the spin-j representation of SU(2) and has
charge q with respect to U(1)m. Upon integrating out massive quarks and removing any
decoupled fields, the interacting theory consists of an SU(N) gauge theory with matter fields
as given in table 4, where U(1)1 and U(1)2 are identified with U(1)B and U(1)m respectively.
The superpotential now becomes
W = Trq˜1φq1 +TrM˜
′
N−1q1q˜2 +TrM˜N−1q˜1q2 +Trq1q˜1M0
+Trq2q˜2φ
2N−1 +
2N−2∑
j=0
2N−2−j∑
l=0
Trq2(M0)
lMj q˜2φ
2N−2−j−l .
(3.9)
The anomalies of the resulting theory can be easily calculated by using table 4 and are given
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by
TrJ+ = TrJ
3
+ = −(2N + 1),
TrJ− = 2N
2 − 3,
TrJ3− = 16N
4 − 24N3 + 10N2 − 3,
TrJ2+J− = 6N
2 − 3,
TrJ+J
2
− = −
32N3
3
+ 8N2 +
2N
3
− 1.
(3.10)
The central charges a(ǫ) and c(ǫ) are therefore given by
a(ǫ) =
(
−9N
4
16
− 9N
3
32
− 9N
2
64
+
9
32
)
ǫ3 +
(
27N4
16
− 45N
3
32
− 27N
2
64
− 9N
32
)
ǫ2
+
(
−27N
4
16
+
117N3
32
− 75N
2
64
− 3N
16
− 3
32
)
ǫ+
9N4
16
− 63N
3
32
+
111N2
64
+
3N
32
− 3
8
,
c(ǫ) =
(
−9N
4
16
− 9N
3
32
− 9N
2
64
+
9
32
)
ǫ3 +
(
27N4
16
− 45N
3
32
− 27N
2
64
− 9N
32
)
ǫ2
+
(
−27N
4
16
+
117N3
32
− 71N
2
64
− N
8
− 5
32
)
ǫ+
9N4
16
− 63N
3
32
+
107N2
64
+
5N
32
− 1
4
.
(3.11)
Upon a-maximization, we find that ǫ is given by
ǫ =
12N4 − 10N3 − 3N2 − 2N + 2√12N6 + 6N5 + 20N4 − 38N3 + 13N2 + 2N + 1
3 (4N4 + 2N3 +N2 − 2) . (3.12)
Using (3.12) to compute the exact R-charge and hence the dimensions of the various operators
in chiral ring of the above theory, we find that the dimensions of the operators Trφk with
2 ≤ k ≤ ⌊3N4 ⌋ and Mj with 0 ≤ j ≤ ⌊3N4 − 1⌋ are less than 1 and decouple. After removing
these contributions, it might happen that a new set of chiral operators hit the unitarity bound
and decouple. We therefore repeat the above cycle until there are no unitarity violating
operators in the chiral ring. By explicitly analyzing the above theories for some low values
of N (such as N = 2, . . . , 5), we find that the end result is that the operators given by
Trφk, 2 ≤ k ≤ N , and Mj , 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, along with M˜N−1 and M˜ ′N−1 decouple from
the theory. After removing these operators from the theory, the corrected a-function of the
interacting theory therefore becomes
a(ǫ) =
(
9N3
16
− 27N
4
64
)
ǫ3 +
(
81N4
64
− 27N
3
8
+
27N2
16
)
ǫ2
+
(
−81N
4
64
+
81N3
16
− 81N
2
16
+
3N
2
)
ǫ+
27N4
64
− 9N
3
4
+
27N2
8
− 3N
2
.
(3.13)
Similarly, the corrected c-function is given by
c(ǫ) =
(
9N3
16
− 27N
4
64
)
ǫ3 +
(
81N4
64
− 27N
3
8
+
27N2
16
)
ǫ2
+
(
−81N
4
64
+
81N3
16
− 81N
2
16
+
11N
8
)
ǫ+
27N4
64
− 9N
3
4
+
27N2
8
− 11N
8
.
(3.14)
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Upon maximizing a(ǫ) of (3.13), we find
ǫ =
3N − 2
3N
. (3.15)
By substituting this in (3.13) and (3.14), we find that the central charges of the interacting
theory are given by
a =
6N − 5
12
, c =
3N − 2
6
. (3.16)
These are exactly what we expect from the central charges of the Argyres-Douglas theories
of type (A1,D2N ). This suggests that the Lagrangian described here flows to the (A1,D2N )
theory in the IR.
Recall that in the set-ups considered in [1, 8], the Coulomb branch operators at the IR
fixed point arose from the gauge singlet fields that remained coupled to the interacting theory.
We find that this is the case for the present theories also. One simple way to see this is to
notice that at the fixed point, the dimensions of the fields Mj, N ≤ j ≤ 2N − 2, are given by
∆(Mj) =
j + 1
N
. (3.17)
The dimensions of the Coulomb branch operators of the (A1,D2N ) theory are given by
∆(Oi) = 2− i
N
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 . (3.18)
We thus see that the Coulomb branch operator Oi is identified with Mj=2N−1−i.
The (A1,D2N ) theory has the SU(2) × U(1) flavor symmetry with the flavor central
charge for the SU(2) symmetry being given by
kSU(2) =
4(2N − 1)
2N
, (3.19)
where we have chosen the normalization to be such that a free chiral multiplet transforming as
the fundamental of an SU(N) flavor symmetry, contributes 1 to kSU(N). It must be that in the
IR of theory described in this section, a linear combination of the two U(1) flavor symmetries,
gets enhanced to the SU(2) ⊂ SU(2)×U(1) flavor symmetry present in the (A1,D2N ) theory.
This linear combination can be easily obtained by requiring that the corresponding central
charge matches with the value given in (3.19). In order to do this, we remind ourselves of
the following facts: For systems with N = 2 supersymmetry and a flavor symmetry G, the
central charge kG is related to the ’t Hooft anomaly via the relation
kGδ
ab = −2TrRN=2T aT b. (3.20)
The N = 1 R-symmetry inside N = 2 superconformal algebra is given by
RN=1 =
1
3
RN=2 +
4
3
I3. (3.21)
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It therefore follows that
kGδ
ab = −6TrRN=1T aT b , (3.22)
Now, let the linear combination we are interested in be α1U(1)1+α2U(1)2, where α1, α2
are constants that we have to determine. The corresponding central charge k(α1, α2) is then
given by
k(α1, α2) = −12N(−2α21N + 2α22N − 4α22N2)
(1− ǫ
2
)
. (3.23)
In the above, we did not include the contribution of M˜ , M˜ ′ in k(α1, α2) in accordance with
the fact that, somewhere along the RG flow, they decouple from the interacting theory. Now
by substituting from (3.15) in (3.23), we get
k(α1, α2) = 8N(2Nα
2
2 − α22 + α21) . (3.24)
Comparing this with the central charge given in (3.19), we see that there is a one-parameter
space of solutions for α1 and α2. Of all these, a particularly simple solution is given by
α1 = 0 , α2 =
1
2N
. (3.25)
Other possible nilpotent vevs for M So far we have only focussed on the next-to-
maximal embedding. The corresponding RG flow was shown to bring the theory to the fixed
point describing the (A1,D2N ) theory. At this point, it is quite natural to hope that the
other nilpotent embeddings of SU(2N), also trigger RG flows to various other AD theories.
Unfortunately, this does not seem to be the case. We scanned through the set of nilpotent
embedding of SU(2N) for explicit values of N , 2 ≤ N ≤ 10, and found that in most of
the cases the central charges of the IR theory are irrational numbers. It was argued in
[1] that the central charges of 4d N = 2 theories must be rational. It therefore follows the
nilpotent embeddings with irrational IR central charges do not experience any supersymmetry
enhancement. There are sporadic cases where the IR central charges do end up being rational,
however, neither were we able to find a definite pattern underlying such embeddings nor did
the corresponding central charges seem to fit those of the various generalized AD theories in
literature so far. We are therefore not sure if these cases genuinely lead to an IR theory with
the enhanced supersymmetry. For the sake of completeness, we list the nilpotent embeddings
leading to rational IR central charges in table 5.
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Table 5: Nilpotent embeddings of SU(2N) leading to rational values for a and c. The parti-
tion [12N ] reduces to four-dimensional N = 2 SU(N) gauge theory with 2N hypermultiplets
plus decoupled fields. The partitions [2N − 1, 1] and [2N ] reduce to AD theories listed in the
last column of the above table.
SU(2N) ρ : SU(2) →֒ SU(2N) a c 4d N = 2 SUSY
SU(4)
[14] 2324
7
6 Yes; Nc = 2, Nf = 4
[3, 1] 712
2
3 Yes; (A1,D4) AD th.
[4] 1124
1
2 Yes; (A1, A3) AD th.
SU(6)
[16] 2912
17
6 Yes; Nc = 3, Nf = 6
[5, 1] 1312
7
6 Yes; (A1,D6) AD th.
[6] 1112
23
24 Yes; (A1, A5) AD th.
SU(8)
[18] 10724
31
6 Yes; Nc = 4, Nf = 8
[2, 16] 7380117424
43121
8712 ?
[4, 4] 90973888
5129
1944 ?
[7, 1] 1912
5
3 Yes; (A1,D8) AD th.
[8] 167120
43
30 Yes; (A1, A7) AD th.
SU(10)
[110] 24724
71
6 Yes; Nc = 5, Nf = 10
[5, 15] 55539431383123
6257387
1383123 ?
[5, 3, 12] 9254086724401712
52091009
12200856 ?
[9, 1] 2512
13
6 Yes; (A1,D10) AD th.
[10] 158
23
12 Yes; (A1, A9) AD th.
SU(12)
[112] 24724
71
6 Yes; Nc = 6, Nf = 12
[43] 754501138384
424727
69192 ?
[11, 1] 3112
8
3 Yes; (A1,D12) AD th.
[12] 397168
101
42 Yes; (A1, A11) AD th.
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SU(2N) ρ : SU(2) →֒ SU(2N) a c 4d N = 2 SUSY
SU(14)
[114] 16912
97
6 Yes; Nc = 7, Nf = 14
[13, 1] 3712
19
6 Yes; (A1,D14) AD th.
[14] 13748
139
48 Yes; (A1, A13) AD th.
SU(16)
[116] 44324
127
6 Yes; Nc = 8, Nf = 18
[22, 112] 63019935912
364579
17956 ?
[4, 24, 14] 254311936
14525
968 ?
[4, 26] 22891317328
134131
8664 ?
[44] 21489921904
120899
10952 ?
[6, 2, 18] 11643711664
64523
5832 ?
[7, 32, 13] 14918
82
9 ?
[7, 42, 1] 1127683142884
625739
71442 ?
[12, 22] 25118351984
136621
25992 ?
[15, 1] 4312
11
3 Yes; (A1,D16) AD th.
[16] 24172
61
18 Yes; (A1, A15) AD th.
SU(18)
[118] 28112
161
6 Yes; Nc = 9, Nf = 18
[17, 1] 4912
25
6 Yes; (A1,D18) AD th.
[18] 461120
233
60 Yes; (A1, A17) AD th.
SU(20)
[120] 62724
199
6 Yes; Nc = 10, Nf = 20
[45] 20742913456
116663
6728 ?
[52, 110] 609917893682992
34227083
1841496 ?
[52, 32, 14] 1585050209101338032
890667263
50669016 ?
[6, 27] 95470676959889072
528458927
29944536 ?
[7, 6, 3, 2, 12 ] 1008778112
56243
4056 ?
[19, 1] 5512
14
3 Yes; (A1,D20) AD th.
[20] 1145264
289
66 Yes; (A1, A19) AD th.
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fields Sp(N) SO(3) J+ J−
q1 2N 3 1 0
q2 2N 1 1 −4N
φ adj 1 0 2
Mj=2k+1, (0 ≤ k ≤ 2N − 1) 1 1 0 2j + 2
M0 1 3 0 2
M2N 1 3 0 4N + 2
Table 6: Matter content of the “Lagrangian description” for the (A1,D2N+1) theory.
3.3 G = Sp(N), F = SO(4N + 4)
In this subsection, we will describe Lagrangians that flow to the (A1,D2N+1) theories. These
are obtained by considering the N = 1 deformation taking TUV as N = 2 Sp(N) gauge theory
with 4N +4 fundamental half-hypermultiplets Q whose flavor symmetry is F = SO(4N +4).
Prior to giving any expectation value to M in the adjoint representation of SO(4N + 4),
the superpotential is in the same form as (3.7), where µ = QQt − 1NTrQQt and µ˜ = QtQ−
1
4N+4TrQ
tQ, with appropriate insertions of the two-index antisymmetric tensor, Ω, that is
invariant under transformations by elements of the Sp(N) group. We now give a nilpotent
vev to M . These are classified by su(2) →֒ so(4N + 4) and are labelled by the partitions of
4N + 4 for which even parts occur with even multiplicity [44].
In particular, here we are interested in the nilpotent vev corresponding to the partition
given by [4N+1, 13]. This leaves an SO(3) ⊂ SO(4N+4) unbroken. Accordingly, the adjoint
representation of SO(4N + 4) decomposes into irreps. of SU(2)× SO(3) as
adj→
2N−1⊕
k=0
(V2k+1 ⊗ 1)⊕ (V2N ⊗ 3)⊕ (V0 ⊗ 3) . (3.26)
At energies below the scale of the vev 〈M〉, the matter content of the theory is given by the
fields enumerated in table 6. The corresponding low energy superpotential (up to appropriate
insertions of Ω) becomes
W = Trq1φq1 +TrM2Nq1q2 +TrM0q1q1 +Trq2φ
4N+1q2 +
2N−1∑
k=0
Trq2Mjq2φ
4N−j
∣∣∣
j=2k+1
.
(3.27)
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The anomalies of the resulting theory are now given by
TrJ+ = TrJ
3
+ = −(2N + 6),
TrJ− = 4N
2 + 8N + 6,
TrJ3− = 128N
4 + 224N3 + 116N2 + 24N + 6,
TrJ2+J− = 12N
2 + 16N + 6,
TrJ+J
2
− = −
128N3
3
− 64N2 − 70N
3
− 6.
(3.28)
The central charges a(ǫ) and c(ǫ) are found to be
a(ǫ) =
(
−9N
4
2
− 99N
3
8
− 387N
2
32
− 81N
16
− 27
16
)
ǫ3 +
(
27N4
2
+
225N3
8
+
567N2
32
+
99N
32
)
ǫ2
−
(
27N4
2
+
153N3
8
+
129N2
32
− 15N
8
− 9
16
)
ǫ+
9N4
2
+
27N3
8
− 51N
2
32
− 9N
32
,
c(ǫ) =
(
−9N
4
2
− 99N
3
8
− 387N
2
32
− 81N
16
− 27
16
)
ǫ3 +
(
27N4
2
+
225N3
8
+
567N2
32
+
99N
32
)
ǫ2
−
(
27N4
2
+
153N3
8
+
125N2
32
− 35N
16
− 15
16
)
ǫ+
9N4
2
+
27N3
8
− 55N
2
32
− 15N
32
. (3.29)
We now fix ǫ to be the value that maximizes a(ǫ). This is given by
ǫ =
48N4 + 100N3 + 63N2 + 11N
48N4 + 132N3 + 129N2 + 54N + 18
+
√
192N6 + 720N5 + 760N4 + 512N3 + 481N2 + 228N + 36
48N4 + 132N3 + 129N2 + 54N + 18
.
(3.30)
As in the previous case, with this the value of ǫ we find that some of chiral operators violate
the unitarity bound and hence must have decoupled from the interacting theory. We therefore
remove them from the spectrum and redo a-maximization using the corrected central charges
and repeat this cycle until there are no gauge invariant chiral operators that violate the
unitarity bound. By explicitly checking for low values of N , such as 1 ≤ N ≤ 5, we conclude
that in the end, the chiral operators Trφ2k with 1 ≤ k ≤ N and Mj with j = 2k+1, 0 ≤ k ≤
N − 1, along with M0 and M2N , decouple from the interacting theory. The correct central
charges of the interacting theory at its IR fixed point are therefore given by
a(ǫ) =
(
−27N
4
8
− 27N
3
8
− 27N
2
32
)
ǫ3 +
(
81N4
8
+
27N3
8
− 81N
2
32
− 27N
32
)
ǫ2
+
(
−81N
4
8
+
27N3
8
+
135N2
32
+
9N
16
)
ǫ+
27N4
8
− 27N
3
8
− 27N
2
32
+
9N
32
,
c(ǫ) =
(
−27N
4
8
− 27N
3
8
− 27N
2
32
)
ǫ3 +
(
81N4
8
+
27N3
8
− 81N
2
32
− 27N
32
)
ǫ2
+
(
−81N
4
8
+
27N3
8
+
135N2
32
+
3N
8
)
ǫ+
27N4
8
− 27N
3
8
− 27N
2
32
+
15N
32
.
(3.31)
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Upon maximizing the central charge, a(ǫ), in (3.31), we find that ǫ is given by
ǫ =
6N + 1
6N + 3
, (3.32)
from which we get the central charges
a =
N(8N + 3)
16N + 8
, c =
N
2
. (3.33)
These are identical to those of the (A1,D2N+1) theory. We therefore conjecture that the in-
teracting theory hereby obtained by us, is identical to the (A1,D2N+1) theory. Our conjecture
is also supported by the fact that the Coulomb branch operator dimensions of (A1,D2N+1)
are given by
∆(Oi) = 2− 2i
2N + 1
, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . (3.34)
This spectrum is beautifully reproduced from the interacting theory at the IR fixed point of
the theories being considered here: the dimensions of the operators Mj with j = 2k+1, N ≤
k ≤ 2N − 1 are given by
∆(Mj) =
2k + 2
2N + 1
, j = 2k + 1, N ≤ k ≤ 2N − 1 . (3.35)
Writing, k = 2N − i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we see the equivalence with (3.34). We therefore find that
the dimension of the i-th Coulomb branch operator, Oi, in the (A1,D2N+1) theory agrees
with that of Mj=4N−2i+1 in the theory considered here.
We also notice that our set-up has an SO(3) global symmetry while the (A1,D2N+1)
theories have an SU(2) global symmetry. The equivalence between the Lie algebra of SO(3)
and SU(2) therefore lends further evidence to our conjecture. To see that indeed the SO(3)
global symmetry of our theories matches with that of the (A1,D2N+1) theories, we now show
that their flavor central charges agree. Recall, from (3.22), that the flavor central charge is
given by
kSO(3)δ
ab = −6TrRN=1T aT b , (3.36)
where T a, T b are the generators of the SO(3) global symmetry of our theory. Since M0 and
M2N , ultimately decouple, therefore the only fields that contribute to kSO(3) are those in
the multiplet q1. By substituting ǫ from (3.32) to compute the exact N = 1 superconformal
R-charge of the theory, we find
kSO(3) =
8N
2N + 1
, (3.37)
which agrees with the flavor central charge kSU(2) of the (A1,D2N+1) theory.
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Other possible nilpotent vevs for M Similar to the case of SU(N) gauge theory in
the previous section, there seems to be no other nilpotent embeddings which trigger flows
with the supersymmetry enhancement in the IR in the case of Sp(N) gauge theories. Once
again, there are sporadic cases where the central charges a and c become rational, however
they do not seem to correspond to any known N = 2 SCFTs. For completeness, we list the
corresponding partitions of SO(4N + 4) flavor symmetry in table 7.
Table 7: Nilpotent embeddings of SO(4N + 4) leading to rational values for a and c. The
partition [14N+4] reduces to four-dimensional N = 2 Sp(N) gauge theory with 4N + 4 half-
hypermultiplets plus decouped fields. The partitions [4N + 1, 13] and [4N + 4] reduce to
AD theories listed in the last column of the above table. Here Nc denotes the rank of the
corresponding symplectic gauge group and Nf denotes the number of half-hypermultiplets
transforming in the fundamental representation of the gauge group.
SO(4N + 4) ρ : SU(2) →֒ SO(4N + 4) a c 4d N = 2 SUSY
SO(8)
[18] 2324
7
6 Yes; Nc = 1, Nf = 8
[32, 12] 712
2
3 Yes; (A1,D4) AD th.
[4, 4] ≡ [5, 13] 1124 12 Yes; (A1,D3) AD th.
[5, 3] 634913872
3523
6936 ?
[7, 1] 43120
11
30 Yes; (A1, A2) AD th.
SO(12)
[112] 3712
11
3 Yes; Nc = 2, Nf = 12
[42, 22] 10502759536
61145
29768 ?
[9, 13] 1920 1 Yes; (A1,D5) AD th.
[11, 1] 6784
17
21 Yes; (A1, A4) AD th.
SO(16)
[116] 518
15
2 Yes; Nc = 3, Nf = 16
[5, 111] 10903127744
123889
27744 ?
[5, 33, 12] 182507415195568
10440877
2597784 ?
[13, 13] 8156
3
2 Yes; (A1,D7) AD th.
[15, 1] 9172
23
18 Yes; (A1, A6) AD th.
SO(20)
[120] 656
38
3 Yes; Nc = 4, Nf = 20
[22, 116] 4181400
2463
200 ?
[34, 24] 294
133
16 ?
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SO(4N + 4) ρ : SU(2) →֒ SO(4N + 4) a c 4d N = 2 SUSY
SO(20)
[44, 22] 283613294702512
16338643
2351256 ?
[9, 5, 3, 13 ] 737192
817
192 ?
[11, 19] 66389271976856
3700169
988428 ?
[11, 22, 15] 10641373131795224
59339969
15897612 ?
[11, 24, 1] ≡ [11, 3, 16 ] 266509557990296 148692413995148 ?
[11, 3, 22, 12] 10679309932127576
59613689
16063788 ?
[11, 32, 13] 1671587504600
233399
63075 ?
[11, 33] 268390198157336
15005561
4078668 ?
[17, 13] 3518 2 Yes; (A1,D9) AD th.
[19, 1] 11566
58
33 Yes; (A1, A8) AD th.
SO(24)
[124] 39524
115
6 Yes; Nc = 5, Nf = 24
[42, 26, 14] 51148
289
24 ?
[44, 3, 22, 1] 1092067115248
630289
57624 ?
[5, 28, 13] 838
187
16 ?
[5, 32, 24, 15] 705716936
40037
3468 ?
[52, 24, 16] 192410782031987
21995659
2031987 ?
[52, 3, 111] 5461835578888
3107921
289444 ?
[52, 33, 18] 187375452036928
21328613
20136928 ?
[11, 7, 5, 1] 57531200
3179
600 ?
[21, 13] 21588
5
2 Yes; (A1,D11) AD th.
[23, 1] 695312
175
78 Yes; (A1, A10) AD th.
3.4 G = SO(N), F = Sp(N − 2)
Finally we consider the IR theories obtained by deformingN = 2 SO(N) gauge theory coupled
to 2N − 4 fundamental half-hypermultiplets. The flavor symmetry in this case is given by
Sp(N − 2) and the deformation is given by coupling a gauge singlet field M in the adjoint
representation of Sp(N −2), to the moment map operator of Sp(N −2), and then giving M a
nilpotent vev. By Jacobson and Morozov’s theorem, these are in one-to-one correspondence
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with those partitions of 2N − 4 for which the odd parts occur with even multiplicity. The
anomalies of the deformed theory can be obtained from (2.12). We find that for most of the
nilpotent vevs of M , the central charges of the IR theories are irrational. Occasionally, it
happens that there is a nilpotent vev for which the central charges become rational. These
are listed in table 8. There appears to be no definite organizing principle behind the cases for
which the nilpotent vev leads to rational central charges. Neither were we able to find any
N = 2 theories whose central charges would agree with those listed in table 8.
Table 8: Nilpotent embeddings of Sp(Nc−2) (s.t. Sp(1) ≃ SU(2)) leading to rational values
for a and c. The partition [12Nc−4] reduces to four-dimensional N = 2 SO(Nc) gauge theory
with Nf = 2Nc − 4 half-hypermultiplets.
Sp(N − 2) ρ : SU(2) →֒ Sp(N − 2) a c 4d N = 2 SUSY
Sp(2)
[14] 1912
5
3 Yes; Nc = 4, Nf = 4
[2, 12] 101117056
5381
3528 ?
Sp(3)
[16] 6524
35
12 Yes; Nc = 5, Nf = 6
[4, 12] 325192
341
192 ?
Sp(4) [18] 338
9
2 Yes; Nc = 6, Nf = 8
Sp(5) [110] 356
77
12 Yes; Nc = 7, Nf = 10
Sp(6)
[112] 476
26
3 Yes; Nc = 8, Nf = 12
[22, 18] 58909380688
329335
40344 ?
[4, 18] 130652312
7085
1156 ?
Sp(7)
[114] 818
45
4 Yes; Nc = 9, Nf = 14
[52, 14] 5909455010978707
129141025
21957414 ?
[6, 32, 2] 37597561372745944
406255085
72745944 ?
Sp(8)
[116] 30524
85
6 Yes; Nc = 10, Nf = 16
[42, 22, 14] 38948
53
6 ?
[52, 32] 305939274642608
16735805
2321304 ?
[52, 4, 12] 281189054348848
3828919
543606 ?
Sp(9) [118] 18712
209
12 Yes; Nc = 11, Nf = 18
Sp(N − 2) ρ : SU(2) →֒ Sp(N − 2) a c 4d N = 2 SUSY
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Sp(9)
[42, 25] 46948
509
48 ?
[6, 4, 23, 12] 1426943171363
12447785
1370904 ?
[10, 4, 22 ] 2035384
2171
384 ?
Sp(10)
[120] 754 21 Yes; Nc = 12, Nf = 20
[23, 114] 123643970225
1398884
70225 ?
[4, 32, 24, 12] 5621823434312
1576769
108578 ?
[6, 4, 2, 18 ] 181603131732800
19892353
1732800 ?
[6, 42, 16] 117471200
6371
600 ?
4 Generalized Argyres-Douglas theories and E6 SCFT
In this section, we apply our general methods to the theories without Lagrangian descrip-
tions. We will be focusing on the theories that satisfies the Sugawara condition between the
conformal and flavor central charges (1.3). For the most of the examples we study, we find
the N = 2 enhancement occurs only for the principal deformations. But we see some cases
exhibiting N = 2 enhancements for the non-principal embeddings as well. There are also a
small number of cases where we see rational (but probably N = 1) central charges, but such
cases are rare.
4.1 (IN,k, F ) Argyres-Douglas theory
Let us first discuss the Argyres-Douglas type theories [18, 21] with SU(N) flavor symmetry,
called the (IN,k, F ) theory. When (N, k) are coprime, there is no additional global symmetry
other than SU(N). When N = kn, this theory has additional global symmetry U(1)N−1.
The relevant information about this theory has been reviewed in the appendix of [1].
Principal deformation The principal deformation for this theory when k = Nm+ 1 has
already been studied in [1]. Let us consider the deformations for arbitrary (N, k). We find
that for the principal deformation and all (N, k), the deformed theory always flows to the
(AN−1, AN+k−1) theory:
TIR [(IN,k, F ) AD theory, [N ]] = (AN−1, AN−k+1) AD theory (4.1)
Non-principal deformations For most cases, a non-principal embedding does not lead
us to an N = 2 fixed point in the IR. But when k = −N + 2, we find that the embedding
given by the partition [N − 1, 1] gives rise to the N = 2 supersymmetry in the IR. This is
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the next-to-maximal embedding in the sense described in the introduction. More precisely,
we find that (IN,−N+2, F ) theory flows to (A1,DN ) theory:
TIR [(IN,−N+2, F ) AD theory, [N − 1, 1]] = (A1,DN ) AD theory (4.2)
When N is even, the (I2n,−2n+2, F ) theory is identical to the SU(n) SQCD with 2n flavors.
We have already discussed the corresponding flow in section 3.2.
What is interesting is when N = 2n + 1 is odd. In this case, we obtain (A1,D2n+1)
theory as the end point of the RG flow. But we have seen in section 3.3 that Sp(n) SQCD
with 4n + 4 fundamental half-hypermultiplets also flows to the same fixed point upon the
nilpotent deformation labelled by [4n + 1, 13]. The latter theory (SQCD) has a Lagrangian
description, whereas the former ((I2n+1,−2n+1, F ) theory) does not. Therefore we find an IR
duality between a Lagrangian theory and a “non-Lagrangian” N = 1 theory:
TIR[Sp(n) SQCD, [4n+ 1, 13]] = TIR[(I2n+1,−2n+1, F ) AD theory, [2n, 1]]
= (A1,D2n+1) AD theory
(4.3)
For the former, the SU(2) flavor symmetry is visible in the UV, whereas in the latter descrip-
tion, only U(1) symmetry is manifest.
Results Let us summarize our results in a table. As it has been the case for all of our previ-
ous examples, the trivial embedding ([1N ]) does not trigger a non-trivial RG flow. Therefore
we recover the original theory (with the decoupled chiral multiplet M).
Table 9: Nilpotent deformations of the (IN,k, F ) theories. We only list the cases that yield
rational central charges.
IN,k ρ : SU(2) →֒ SU(N) a c 4d N = 2 SUSY
I2,0 [2] 124
1
12 Yes; (A1,D2) = 2 free hypers
I2,1 [2] 43120
11
30 Yes; (A1, A2)
I2,2 [2] 1124
1
2 Yes; (A1, A3)
I2,3 [2] 6784
17
21 Yes; (A1, A4)
I2,4 [2] 1112
23
24 Yes; (A1, A5)
I3,−1
[3] 43120
11
30 Yes; (A2, A1) = (A1, A2)
[2, 1] 1124
1
2 Yes; (A1,D3)
I3,0
[3] 712
2
3 Yes; (A2, A2) = (A1,D4)
[2, 1] 38794624
2373
2312 ?
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I3,1 [3] 7556
19
14 Yes; (A2, A3)
I3,2 [3] 9148
23
12 Yes; (A2.A4)
I3,3 [3] 94
7
3 Yes; (A2, A5)
I4,−2
[4] 1124
1
2 Yes; (A3, A1) = (A1, A3)
[3, 1] 712
2
3 Yes; (A1,D4)
I4,−1 [14] 7556
19
14 Yes; (A3, A2) = (A2, A3)
I4,0 [14] 158 2 Yes; (A3, A3)
I4,1 [14] 11536
29
9 Yes; (A3, A4)
I4,2 [14] 493120
25
6 Yes; (A3, A5)
I4,3 [14] 46588
117
22 Yes; (A3, A6)
I5,−3
[5] 6784
17
21 Yes; (A4, A1) = (A1, A4)
[4, 1] 1920 1 Yes; (A1,D5)
I5,−2
[5] 9148
23
12 Yes; (A4, A2) = (A2, A4)
[2, 13] 82124
451
120 ?
I5,−1 [5] 11536
29
9 Yes; (A4, A3) = (A3, A4)
I5,0
[5] 815132
205
33 Yes; (A4, A4)
[3, 2] 1223785215472
655945
107736 ?
I5,1 [5] 18724
47
6 Yes; (A4, A5)
I6,−4
[6] 1112
23
24 Yes; (A5, A1) = (A1, A5)
[5, 1] 1312
7
6 (A1,D6)
I6,−3
[6] 94
7
3 Yes; (A5, A2) = (A2, A5)
[22, 12] 65511444
1842
361 ?
I6,−2
[6] 493120
25
6 Yes; (A5, A3) = (A3, A5)
[2, 14] 6021784
3231
392 ?
I6,−1 [6] 815132
205
33 Yes; (A5, A4) = (A4, A5)
I6,0 [6] 18524
95
12 Yes; (A5, A5)
I6,1 [6] 1095104
275
26 Yes; (A5, A6)
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4.2 E6 SCFT
Let us study all the nilpotent deformations of the E6 SCFT [43]. The relevant information on
the nilpotent orbits can be found in the appendix of [50]. We find that there are only 4 cases
which flows to a theory with rational central charges. As before, the trivial embedding gives us
the original E6 theory. Three other embeddings trigger flows to H0,H1,H2 Argyres-Douglas
theories. See the table 10 for the summary of the results.
ρ : SU(2) →֒ E6 fc a c N = 2 theory
E6 ∅
43
120
11
30 H0 = (A1, A2)
D5 U(1)
11
24
1
2 H1 = (A1, A3)
D4 SU(3)
7
12
2
3 H2 = (A1,D4)
Table 10: Nilpotent Deformations of the E6 SCFT. The nilpotent orbits are given by the
Bala-Carter label. The fc denotes the commuting subalgebra under the embedding. The ones
not listed in this table trigger flows to N = 1 SCFTs with irrational central charges.
Combining with the N = 1 theory discovered in [51] flowing to the E6 SCFT, it may
be possible to write another “Lagrangian” descriptions for the H0, H1, H2 Argyres-Douglas
theories. But, the E6 flavor symmetry is not visible in the UV, whereas we have been using the
E6 flavor symmetry rather explicitly. It would be interesting to come up with an alternative
N = 1 gauge theory flowing to the same AD fixed points.
5 The full superconformal index of (A1, DN) theory
Various limits of the superconformal index for Argyres-Douglas theories were computed in
[31, 35–37] and the full superconformal index of the (A1, AN )-type theories was computed in
[1, 8] using the N = 1 RG flow to the AD theories. In this section, we use the Lagrangians
of section 3.2 and 3.3, to compute the full superconformal indices of the (A1,DN ) theories.
The superconformal index was first proposed in [52, 53]. For an SCFT with N = 1
supersymmetry, it is defined as
IN=1(p, q, ξ;a) = Tr(−1)F pj1+j2+
R
2 qj2−j1+
R
2 ξF
∏
i
aFii . (5.1)
Here, F is the fermion number, (j1, j2) are the Cartans of the four-dimensional Lorentz group
SU(2)1 × SU(2)2, R is the exact N = 1 R-charge at the fixed point, F is an axial global
symmetry and Fi are the Cartans for the global symmetryH, acting on the fixed point theory.
The superconformal index gets contributions from the various chiral and vector super-
multiplets that go into constructing a given Lagrangian. A chiral multiplet with N = 1
R-charge R, F-charge f and transforming in the representation R of H, contributes to the
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index as
I(R,f)chiral(p, q, ξ;a) =
∏
w∈R
Γ((pq)
R
2 ξfaw) . (5.2)
Here, the product runs over all the weight-vectors w in the representation R of H and Γ(z)
is the elliptic gamma function defined as
Γ(z) ≡ Γ(p, q; z) =
∞∏
m,n=0
1− z−1pm+1qn+1
1− zpmqn . (5.3)
We will follow the standard abbreviated notations given by aw ≡ ∏i awii and f(z±) ≡
f(z+)f(z−). When the Lagrangian describes a gauge theory with gauge group G, the formula
in (5.2) will also include fugacities with respect to the gauge group. The vector multiplets of
G will contribute as
Ivec(p, q) = κrank(G)
∏
α∈∆G
1
Γ(zα)
, (5.4)
where ∆G is the set of all the roots of G and κ = (p; p)(q; q), with (z; q) being the q-
Pochhammer symbol defined by
(z; q) =
∞∏
m=0
(1− zqm) . (5.5)
The full superconformal index is then obtained by taking the product of (5.2) and (5.4) and
integrating over the gauge group. However, if there are gauge invariant operators that hit the
unitarity bound along the RG flow and thereby decouple from the interacting theory, then we
will have to appropriately remove them in order to obtain the index of the interacting theory.
A prescription for this was given in [54] and is reproduced in appendix A. Also see [55–57] for
a similar prescription to correct the S3 partition function of three-dimensional theories with
accidental symmetries.
Similarly, for SCFTs with the N = 2 supersymmetry, the superconformal index is defined
by
IN=2(p, q, t) = Tr(−1)F pj1+j2+ r2 qj2−j1+ r2 tR− r2 , (5.6)
where R and r are the Cartans of the SU(2)R×U(1)r symmetry of the N = 2 superconformal
algebra, with r charge normalized to be such that the exact dimension of Coulomb branch
operators is given by ∆ = r2 . The fugacities p, q and t are constrained to satisfy
|p| < 1, |q| < 1, |t| < 1,
∣∣∣pq
t
∣∣∣ < 1 . (5.7)
For N = 2 SCFTs, we can also compute their N = 1 superconformal index by using (5.1).
This can then be mapped to theN = 2 index by setting ξ → (t(pq)− 23 )β . Here, β is determined
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fields SU(N) U(1)1 U(1)2 RN=1 =
(3N−1)J++J−
3N F = J+−J−2
q1 N 1 2N − 1 3N−13N 12
q˜1 N¯ -1 −(2N − 1) 3N−13N 12
q2 N 1 -1
N+1
3N
2N−1
2
q˜2 N¯ -1 1
N+1
3N
2N−1
2
φ adj 0 0 23N −1
Mj, (N ≤ j ≤ 2N − 2) 1 0 0
2j+2
3N −(j + 1)
Table 11: Matter content (modulo decoupled Coulomb branch operators) of interacting
theory in IR of the “Lagrangian” for (A1,D2N ) theory.
by the normalization of U(1)F inside SU(2)R × U(1)r. For our purposes, it will be useful to
reparametrize the fugacities such that p = t3y, q = t3/y, t = t4/v. The N = 2 superconformal
index then becomes
IN=2(t, y, v) = Tr(−1)F t2(E+j2)y2j1v−R+ r2 , (5.8)
where, E is the scaling dimension of the operator contributing to the index. The reparametrized
index of (5.8) can be easily expanded in terms of t, when doing explicit computations.
5.1 (A1,D2N ) theory
We can obtain the N = 2 superconformal index of the (A1,D2N ) theory by considering the
N = 1 index of the theory described in section 3.2 (with appropriate corrections due to
decoupling of operators) and then redefining ξ → (t(pq)− 23 )β , as explained earlier. Modulo
decoupled operators, the interacting theory at the IR fixed point is an SU(N) gauge the-
ory with matter fields and their exact (RN=1,F) charges given in table 11. The N = 1
superconformal index of this theory is therefore given by
I(A1,D2N )N=1 =
∏2N−2
j=N Γ
(
(pq)
j+1
3N ξ−(j+1)
)
∏N
i=2 Γ
(
(pq)
i
3N ξ−i
) × κN−1
N !
Γ
(
(pq)
1
3N ξ−1
)N−1 ∮
[dz]
∏
α∈∆
Γ(zα(pq)
1
3N ξ−1)
Γ(zα)
×
∏
w∈R
Γ
(
(zwa1a
2N−1
2 )
±(pq)
3N−1
6N ξ
1
2
)
Γ
(
(zwa1a
−1
2 )
±(pq)
N+1
6N ξ
2N−1
2
)
, (5.9)
where [dz] =
∏N−1
i=1
dzi
2πizi
, ∆ is the set of all non-zero roots of SU(N) and R is the set of
weights of the fundamental representation of SU(N), while a1,2 are the fugacities for the
U(1)1,2 global symmetries acting on the theory. The integration contour is given by the unit
circle |zi| = 1.
The numerator in the first term of the first line comes from the Mj fields that remain
coupled in the IR. The denominator in that term is included in order to account for the
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decoupling of Trφi operators. The remaining entries in the above expression come from the
gauge fields and matter fields φ, q1, q˜1, q2 and q˜2.
In order to convert (5.9) into the N = 2 index of the (A1,D2N ) theory, we now redefine
ξ → (t(pq)− 23 )β with β = 1N . This value of β can be fixed by using the fact that the
exact dimension of the operator Mj is
j+1
N . Now, since it becomes the Coulomb branch
operator of the (A1,D2N ) theory, thus upon SUSY enhancement, its N = 2 R-charges must
be (R, r) = (0, 2∆(Mj)) = (0,
2j+2
N ). We also expect the N = 1 flavor charge F to be related
to the N = 2 R-charges, such that
F = 1
β
(R − r
2
) . (5.10)
This is because, from the point of view of the N = 1 subalgebra of the N = 2 supersym-
metry, the theory has a unique axial flavor symmetry which must be proportional to R− r2 .
Substituting the respective charges of Mj, in (5.10), then gives the result we seek.
We thus find that the N = 2 superconformal index of the (A1,D2N ) theory is given by
I(A1,D2N )N=2 =
∏2N−2
j=N Γ
(
(pqt )
j+1
N
)
∏N
i=2 Γ
(
(pqt )
i
N
) × κN−1
N !
Γ
(
(
pq
t
)
1
N
)N−1 ∮
[dz]
∏
α∈∆
Γ(zα(pqt )
1
N )
Γ(zα)
×
∏
w∈R
Γ
(
(zwa1a
2N−1
2 )
±(pq)
N−1
2N t
1
2N
)
Γ
(
(zwa1a
−1
2 )
±(pq)
1−N
2N t
2N−1
2N
)
.
(5.11)
As explained in [5], computing the integral in (5.11) requires some care. We will therefore,
rewrite the fugacities p, q, t in terms of y, v, t, such that p = t3y, q = t3/y, t = t4/v. This
allows us to compute (5.11) as a series expansion in t.
We expect to obtain the superconformal index for the (A1,D4) theory upon substituting
N = 2 in (5.11). Recall that, (A1,D4) has an SU(3) flavor symmetry which we expect to
emerge as an enhancement of the manifest U(1)1 × U(1)2 flavor symmetry of our theory. To
see this enhancement in the superconformal index, it will be useful to redefine the (a1, a2)→
(z1, z2) such that z1 = a
2
2/a
2/3
1 , z2 = a
4/3
1 . The first few terms in the series expansion of the
superconformal index are then given by
I(A1,D4)N=2 = 1 + t3v3/2 + t4
(
v−1χSU(3),adj(z1, z2)−
√
vχSU(2),f (y)
)
+ t5v−1/2
+ t6
(
v3/2χSU(2),f (y) + v
3 − χSU(3),adj(z1, z2)− 1
)
+ t7
(
v−1χSU(2),f (y)
(
χSU(3),adj(z1, z2) + 1
)
− v2χSU(2),f (y)− v1/2
(
χSU(2),adj(y) + 1
))
+ t8
(
v−2χSU(3),27(z1, z2) + 2v + v
−1/2χSU(2),f (y)
)
(5.12)
+ t9
(
v9/2 + v3/2(χSU(2),adj(y)− 1) + v3χSU(2),f (y)− χSU(2),f (y)(χSU(3),adj(z1, z2) + 2)
)
+ . . . ,
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where χSU(2),R(y) denotes the character of the irreducible representation R of SU(2)1. Sim-
ilarly, χSU(3),R(z1, z2) denotes the character of the irreducible representation R of SU(3).
Upon substituting N = 3 in (5.11), we obtain the index of the (A1,D6) theory. This
time, the U(1)1 × U(1)2 global symmetry of the UV gauge theory is expected to enhance to
SU(2) × U(1). In (3.25), we found the scaling factor required to map the U(1)2 charges to
SU(2)-spin quantum numbers. This implies that the SU(2) fugacity z is related to a2 by
z = a32. The first few terms in the series expansion of the index for (A1,D6) are
I
(A1,D6)
N=2 = 1 + t
8/3v4/3 + t10/3v5/3 − t11/3v1/3χSU(2),f (y) + t4v−1
(
χSU(2),adj(z) + 1
)
− t13/3v2/3χSU(2),f (y) + t14/3v−2/3 + t16/3
(
v8/3 + v−1/3
)
+ t17/3v4/3χSU(2),f (y)
+ t6
(
v−3/2(a31 +
1
a31
)χSU(2),f (z) + v
3 − χSU(2),adj(z)− 2
)
+ t20/3v1/3
(
χSU(2),adj(z)− χSU(2),adj(y)− 1 + v3
)
+ t7χSU(2),f (y)
(
− 2v2 + 2v−1 + v−1χSU(2),adj(z)
)
+ t22/3v2/3
(
1− χSU(2),adj(y)
)
− t23/3
(
v7/3χSU(2),f (y) + v
2/3χSU(2),f (y)
(
χSU(2),adj(y)− 1
))
+ t8(v4 + 3v)
+ t8
(
vχSU(2),adj(y) + v
−2(χSU(2),5(z) + χSU(2),adj(z) + 1)− v−1/2(a31 +
1
a31
)χSU(2),f (z)
)
+ t25/3v8/3χSU(2),f (y)
+ t26/3
(
v13/3 + v4/3
(
χSU(2),adj(y)− χSU(2),adj(z)
)
+ v−5/3χSU(2),adj(z)
)
+ t9
(
v3χSU(2),f (y) + v
−3/2χSU(2),f (y)χSU(2),f (z)(a
3
1 +
1
a31
)− χSU(2),f (y)(χSU(2),adj(z) + 4)
)
+ . . . . (5.13)
Let us consider the Coulomb branch limit of (5.11). This is obtained by letting p →
0, q → 0, t→ 0 while keeping pq and pqt fixed. Letting pqt = u, we get
I(A1,D2N )N=2 (u) =
(
N−1∏
i=1
1
1− u 2N−iN
)
×
[
1
N !
N−1∏
i=1
1− u i+1N
1− u 1N
∮
[dz]
∏
i 6=j
1− zi/zj
1− u 1N zi/zj
]
. (5.14)
Through explicit evaluation for the cases with N ≤ 5 and |w| < 1, we were able to check that
N−1∏
i=1
1− wi+1
1− w
1
N !
∮
[dz]
∏
i 6=j
1− zi/zj
1− wzi/zj = 1 . (5.15)
Substituting w = u
1
N in the expression on the LHS in (5.15) gives the expression inside the
square brackets in (5.14). Assuming that the result of (5.15) continues to hold for all N , then
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fields Sp(N) SO(3) RN=1 =
(6N+2)J++J−
6N+3 F = J+−J−2
q1 2N 3
6N+2
6N+3
1
2
q2 2N 1
2N+2
6N+3
1+4N
2
φ adj 1 26N+3 −1
Mj=2k+1, (N ≤ k ≤ 2N − 1) 1 1
2j+2
6N+3 −(j + 1)
Table 12: Matter content (modulo decoupled Coulomb branch operators) of the interacting
N = 1 theory flowing to the (A1,D2N+1) fixed point.
implies that (5.14) reduces to
I(A1,D2N )N=2 (u) =
N−1∏
i=1
1
1− u 2N−iN
, (5.16)
which is exactly what we expect from the Coulomb branch limit of the index of the (A1,D2N )
theory.
5.2 (A1,D2N+1) theory
As demonstrated in section 3.3, the fixed point described by the (A1,D2N+1) theory can be
reached by following the RG flow of an N = 1 Sp(N) gauge theory with matter content given
in table 12. The N = 1 index of this theory is given by
I(A1,D2N+1)N=1 =
[
N∏
i=1
Γ
(
(pq)
2N+2i
6N+3 ξ−(2N+2i)
)
Γ
(
(pq)
2i
6N+3 ξ−2i
) ]× κN
2NN !
Γ
(
(pq)
1
6N+3 ξ−1
)N
×
∮
[dz]
∏
α∈∆
Γ(zα(pq)
1
6N+3 ξ−1)
Γ(zα)
∏
w∈R
∏
u∈R′
Γ
(
z
w
s
u(pq)
3N+1
6N+3 ξ
1
2
)
(5.17)
×
∏
w∈R
Γ
(
z
w(pq)
N+1
6N+3 ξ
4N+1
2
)
,
where, now, ∆ is the set of all non-zero roots of Sp(N), R is set of all weights in the funda-
mental representation of Sp(N) and R′ is the set of all weights in the vector representation
of the SO(3) flavor symmetry. In order to transform this into the corresponding N = 2
superconformal index, we will redefine ξ such that ξ → (t(pq)− 23 )β with β = 12N+1 . This
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implies
I(A1,D2N+1)N=2 =
[
N∏
i=1
Γ
(
(pq)
2N+2i
2N+1 t−
2N+2i
2N+1
)
Γ
(
(pq)
2i
2N+1 t−
2i
2N+1
) ]× κN
2NN !
Γ
(
(pq)
1
2N+1 t−
1
2N+1
)N
×
∮
[dz]
∏
α∈∆
Γ(zα(pq)
1
2N+1 t−
1
2N+1 )
Γ(zα)
∏
w∈R
∏
u∈R′
Γ
(
z
w
s
u(pq)
N
2N+1 t
1
4N+2
)
(5.18)
×
∏
w∈R
Γ
(
z
w(pq)−
N
2N+1 t
4N+1
4N+2
)
.
Upon substituting p = t3y, q = t3/y, t = t4/v in (5.18), we can explicitly compute the N = 2
index of the (A1,D2N+1) theory as a series expansion in t.
By substitutingN = 1 in (5.18), we expect to obtain the superconformal index of (A1,D3)
theory. The (A1,D3) theory is equivalent to the (A1, A3) theory, whose full superconformal
index was computed in [1]. We confirmed that the result obtained from (5.18), agrees with
that for the (A1, A3) theory. Since we will later use this to compute the full superconformal
index of the (A2, A5) theory, we reproduce the superconformal index of the (A1, A3) theory
here:
I(A1,A3)N=2 = 1 + t8/3v4/3 − t11/3v1/3χSU(2),f (y) + t4v−1χSU(2),adj(z) + t14/3v−2/3
+ t16/3v8/3 + t17/3v4/3χSU(2),f (y)− t6
(
χSU(2),adj(z) + 1
)
− t19/3v5/3χSU(2),f (y)− t20/3v1/3
(
χSU(2),adj(y) + 1
)
+ t7v−1χSU(2),f (y)
(
χSU(2),adj(z) + 1
)
+ t22/3v2/3 + t23/3v−2/3χSU(2),f (y)
+ t8
(
v4 + v−2χSU(2),5(z) + v
)
+ t25/3v8/3χSU(2),f (y)
+ t26/3v4/3
(
χSU(2),adj(y)− 1
)
− t9
(
v3χSU(2),f (y) +
(
χSU(2),adj(z) + 2
)
χSU(2),f (y)
)
+ . . . ,
(5.19)
where z is the fugacity for the SU(2) flavor symmetry with χSU(2),R(z) being the character
for the representation R of SU(2).
Similarly, we can get the full superconformal indices of the (A1,D5) and (A1,D7) theories
by substituting N = 2, 3 respectively in (5.18). We thereby find that
I(A1,D5)N=2 = 1 + t12/5v6/5 + t16/5v8/5 − t17/5v1/5χSU(2),f (y)
+ t4v−1χSO(3),3(s)− t21/5v3/5χSU(2),f (y) + t22/5v−4/5 + t24/5v12/5
+ t26/5v−2/5 + t27/5v6/5χSU(2),f (y) + t
28/5v14/5 − t29/5v7/5χSU(2),f (y)
− t6 (χSO(3),3(s) + 1) + . . . ,
(5.20)
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and
I(A1,D7)N=2 = 1 + t4v−1χSO(3),3(s) + t16/7v8/7 + t20/7v10/7 − t23/7v1/7χSU(2),f (y)
+ t24/7v12/7 − t27/7v3/7χSU(2),f (y) + t30/7v−6/7 − t31/7v5/7χSU(2),f (y)
+ t32/7v16/7 + t34/7v−4/7 + t36/7v18/7 + t37/7v8/7χSU(2),f (y) + t
38/7v−2/7
− t39/7v9/7χSU(2),f (y) + 2t40/7v20/7 + t41/7v10/7χSU(2),f (y)
− 2t43/7v11/7χSU(2),f (y)− t6(χSO(3),3(s) + 1) + . . . ,
(5.21)
where, χSO(3),3(s) is the character of the vector representation of the SO(3) flavor symmetry.
Taking the Coulomb branch limit of (5.18), we get
I(A1,D2N+1)N=2 (u) =
(
N∏
i=1
1
1− u2− 2i2N+1
)
×
[
1
2NN !
N∏
i=1
1− u 2i2N+1
1− u 12N+1
∮
[dz]
∏
α∈∆
1− zα
1− u 12N+1zα
]
(5.22)
As before, by explicit computations for N ≤ 5, we checked that
1
2NN !
N∏
i=1
1− u 2i2N+1
1− u 12N+1
∮
[dz]
∏
α∈∆
1− zα
1− u 12N+1zα
= 1 (5.23)
Assuming that the above result continues to hold for all values of N , we find that the Coulomb
branch limit of (5.18) is given by
I(A1,D2N+1)N=2 (u) =
(
N∏
i=1
1
1− u2− 2i2N+1
)
, (5.24)
which agrees with the expression we would expect for the Coulomb branch index of (A1,D2N+1)
theory.
As another check of our methods leading to (5.11) and (5.18), we would like to consider its
Macdonald and Schur limits [40, 41]. The results for the superconformal index in these limiting
cases have already been obtained, through independent methods, in [31, 35–37]. Therefore
an agreement between our results and those in existing literature will unequivocally establish
the validity of the “Lagrangians” for AD theories, being described in this paper.
The Schur limit of an N = 2 superconformal index is obtained by considering t→ q. As
shown in [41], in this limit, the N = 2 index receives a non-zero contribution from only those
states which belong to the intersection of cohomologies of two commuting supercharges (Q1+
and Q˜1−˙ in the notation of [41]). This implies that for N = 2 theories, the Schur index is
independent of p and can be written as
IS = Tr(−1)F qE−R . (5.25)
We were not able to find an analytic way of showing that the p-dependence of (5.11) and (5.18)
drops out in the Schur limit, however, we have checked that this indeed happens for some
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explicit values of N . For these values of N , we also checked that the Schur index obtained
from our formula agrees with that given in existing literature. The p-independence of the
Schur limit of our index hints at the existence of an extra commuting conserved supercharge,
which was not present in the N = 1 algebra of the UV theory, and hence, indicates the
enhancement of supersymmetry at the IR fixed point of the theories considered here.
The Macdonald limit of an N = 2 superconformal index is obtained by considering the
limit p → 0 while keeping q and t constant. It turns out that the integrand in (5.11), is
singular in this limit, so we apply this limit after the integral has been evaluated. In terms
of the redefined fugacities t, y and v, this limit requires a rescaling given by
t→ αt ,
y → α3y ,
v → α4v .
(5.26)
We can now let α→ 0. Applying this rescaling to the expressions given in (5.12) (5.13), (5.20)
and (5.21) produces the Macdonald indices of the (A1,D4), (A1,D6), (A1,D5) and (A1,D7)
theories, respectively, as can be checked by comparing with the corresponding results given
in [36, 37].
5.3 (A3, A3) and (A2, A5) theory and S-duality
As described in [58–61], the (A3, A3) theory admits a duality frame where it can be obtained
from coupling two copies of (A1,D4) theory by gauging an SU(2) subgroup of their diagonal
SU(3) flavor symmetry. In addition to this, there is also a doublet of hypermultiplets coupled
to the SU(2) gauge group. The whole setup is such that the SU(2) gauge coupling is exactly
marginal. In our formulation of the Lagrangian of the (A1,D4) theory, the SU(3) flavor
symmetry is emergent with only its Cartan subgroup being manifest in the UV. This makes
it hard to implement the above mentioned procedure at the level of the Lagrangian, to obtain
a Lagrangian for the (A3, A3) theory. Nonetheless, we can use this duality frame to obtain
the full superconformal index of the (A3, A3) theory. This is given by
I(A3,A3)N=2 =
κ
2!
∮
dw
2πiw
Γ(pqt w
±2,0)Γ(t1/2w±1x±11 )
Γ(w±2)
I(A1,D4)N=2 (wx
1
3
2 , x
2
3
2 )I(A1,D4)N=2 (wx
1
3
2 , x
2
3
2 ), (5.27)
where the repeated sign means taking products with each sign and w is the fugacity for the
SU(2) symmetry we gauge and I(A1,D4)N=2 (wx
1
3 , x
2
3 ) is superconformal index of the (A1,D4)
theory given in (5.12) with x being the fugacity for the U(1) commutant of SU(2) ⊂ SU(3).
The contribution of the hypermultiplet is encapsulated in the term Γ(t1/2z±1x±11 ) with x1
being the fugacity for the SO(2) flavor symmetry rotating the two half-hypers in to each
other. The remaining pieces in (5.27) come from the contribution of the N = 2 vector
multiplet for the SU(2) gauge group and SU(2) Haar measure. Explicitly, the index in (5.27)
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takes the form
I(A3,A3)N=2 (x) = 1 + 2t3v3/2 + t4
(
v2 − 2v1/2χSU(2),f (y) + 3v−1
)
+ t5
(
−vχSU(2),f (y) + 2v−1/2
)
+ t6
(
v−3/2(x1x2 +
x2
x1
+ x1x3 +
x3
x1
+
x1
x2
+
1
x1x2
+
x1
x3
+
1
x1x3
) + 2v3/2χSU(2),f (y) + 3v
3 − 3
)
+ t7
(
2v7/2 − 3v2χSU(2),f (y)− 2v1/2(χSU(2),adj(y)− 1) +
4
v
χSU(2),f (y)
)
+ t8
(
− v−1/2
(
x1x2 + x1x3 +
x2
x1
+
x3
x1
+
x1
x2
+
1
x1x2
+
x1
x3
+
1
x1x3
+ 2χSU(2),f (y)
)
+ v4 + v−2(x21 + x2x3 +
x3
x2
+
1
x21
+
x2
x3
+
1
x2x3
+ 6)− 4v5/2χSU(2),f (y) + 7v
)
+ . . . ,
(5.28)
where x = (x1, x2, x3). In [35, 36, 58], it was pointed out that the (A3, A3) theory admits an
S-duality transformation that permutes the generators of the U(1)3 flavor symmetry group.
This transformation mixes the corresponding fugacities (x1, x2, x3), such that
x1 →
√
x2/x3, x2 → x1√x2x3, x3 →
√
x2x3
x1
. (5.29)
Invariance of (A3, A3) under S-duality then implies that its superconformal index must also
be invariant under the transformation given by (5.29). It is straightforward to check that this
is indeed the case for the expression given in (5.28). This further strengthens our confidence
that the expression for the full superconformal index of (A1,D4) is given by (5.12).
There also exists a duality frame in which the (A2, A5) theory can be obtained by coupling
an (A1, A3) theory with (A1,D6) theory and a doublet of hypermultiplets, by gauging their
diagonal SU(2) flavor symmetry. As before, the SU(2) flavor symmetry of these systems is an
emergent symmetry from the point of view of our Lagrangians and hence, it not clear how to
implement the above procedure at the level of the Lagrangians. However, the superconformal
index of the (A2, A5) theory is straight forward to compute, using this data. It is given by
I(A2,A5)N=2 =
κ
2!
∮
dw
2πiw
Γ(pqt w
±2,0)Γ(t1/2w±1x±11 )
Γ(w±2)
I(A1,A3)N=2 (w)I(A1,D6)N=2 (x
1
3
2 , w) , (5.30)
where I(A1,A3)N=2 (w) is the index of the (A1, A3) theory as given in (5.19) with w here playing
the role of z there. IA1,D6N=2 (x
1
3
2 , w) is the index of the (A1,D6) theory given in (5.13), with
(x
1
3
2 , w) here, playing the role of (a1, z) there. Explicitly, the first few terms in the index of
the (A2, A5) theory are found to be
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I(A2,A5)N=2 = 1 + 2t8/3v4/3 + t10/3v5/3 − 2v1/3t11/3χSU(2),f (y) + t4
(
v2 + 2v−1
)− t13/3v2/3χSU(2),f (y)
+ 2t14/3v−2/3 − t5v χSU(2),f (y) + t16/3
(
3v8/3 + v−1/3
)
+ 2t17/3v4/3χSU(2),f (y)
+ 2t6
(
v3 − 1) − 3t19/3v5/3χSU(2),f (y) + t20/3
(
3v10/3 − v1/3
(
2χSU(2),adj(y)− 1
))
+ 3t7
(
v−1 − v2
)
χSU(2),f (y) + t
22/3
(
6v2/3 + v11/3
)
− t23/3(v−2/3 + 5v7/3)χSU(2),f (y)
+ t8
(
5v4 +
x21
v2
+
x1x2
v2
+
x2
v2x1
+
1
v2x21
+
x1
v2x2
+
1
v2x1x2
+
3
v2
+ v
(
χSU(2),adj(y) + 6
))
+ t25/3
(
2v8/3 − 3v−1/3
)
χSU(2),f (y) + t
26/3
(
v4/3
(
4χSU(2),adj(y) + 1
)
+ 3v13/3 + 3v−5/3
)
− t9
(
7 + 3v3
)
χSU(2),f (y) + . . . , (5.31)
The (A2, A5) theory is expected to be invariant under a duality group that is isomorphic
to S3 [60]. If we denote the generators of this S3 by f and g such that
f3 = g2 = (fg)2 = 1 , (5.32)
then the action of f and g on the U(1)2 flavor fugacities, x1, x2, is given by
f : x1 → 1√
x1x2
, x2 →
√
x31
x2
g : x1 → 1
x1
, x2 → x2 .
(5.33)
It is straightforward to check that the expression given in (5.31) is invariant under the S3
duality group of the (A2, A5) theory. This provides another non-trivial check for the validity of
out proposal for the superconformal indices of the (A1, A3) and (A1,D6) theories respectively.
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A Accidental symmetries and superconformal index of adjoint SQCD
Let us consider a supersymmetric SU(Nc) gauge theory with Nf fundamentals Q, Nf anti-
fundamentals Q˜ and an adjoint field X. Let the superpotential of our theory be
W = TrXk+1 . (A.1)
This theory is asymptotically free when Nf < 2Nc. A dual theory for the case when k = 2 was
proposed in [62] while the cases with more general k were studied in [63]. For our purposes,
we will choose k = 2. The R-charges are then given by
RQ = RQ˜ = 1−
2Nc
3Nf
,
RX =
2
3
.
(A.2)
The magnetic dual to the above theory is given by an SU(2Nf − Nc) gauge theory
with Nf fundamentals and anti-fundamentals, q, q˜ along, an adjoint chiral field Y and two
chiral singlet fields M and N transforming in the bifundamental of the SU(Nf )L×SU(Nf )R
flavor symmetry. Here, M is dual to QQ˜ and N dual to QXQ˜ in the electric theory. The
superpotential of the magnetic theory is given by
W = TrMqY q˜ +TrNqq˜ +TrY 3 . (A.3)
The corresponding R-charges of the above fields are
Rq = Rq˜ = 1− 2
3
2Nf −Nc
Nf
,
RY =
2
3
,
RM = 2− 4Nc
3Nf
,
RN =
8
3
− 4Nc
3Nf
.
(A.4)
Once again, the magnetic theory is asymptotically free when Nf < 2N˜c i.e. Nf >
2
3Nc, where
N˜c = 2Nf − Nc. Requiring that both electric and magnetic theories be asymptotically free
then restricts the range of Nf to be
2
3Nc < Nf < 2Nc. In what follows, we will only consider
Nf to be in this range.
As was explained in [62], the effect of the terms TrMqY q˜ and TrNqq˜ on the magnetic
superpotential (A.3), can be understood by first considering the theory with a superpotential
in which these terms are absent. This is then same as the electric theory but with Nc →
2Nf−Nc. We can now ask: For what values of Nf , do the operators TrMqY q˜ and TrNqq˜ give
a relevant deformation of the IR fixed point? It is a simple exercise to check that the operator
TrMqY q˜ is relevant when Nf > Nc. When Nf < Nc, the dimensions ofM , as calculated from
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(A.4), violate the unitarity bound and hence, for these values of Nf , M remains decoupled
from the rest of the theory. Similar analysis reveals that TrNqq˜ is a relevant deformation when
Nf >
2
3Nc but becomes irrelevant when Nf <
2
3Nc, causing N to stay decoupled for the latter
values of Nf . The corresponding story on the electric side is also quite simple to reproduce.
When Nf < Nc, The dimensions of the operator QQ˜ violates the unitarity bound causing it
to decouple as a free field from the rest of the theory. This replicates the decoupling of M on
the magnetic side. Similarly, when Nf <
2
3Nc, the dimensions of the operator QXQ˜ violates
the unitarity bound causing it to become a decoupled free field, replicating the decoupling of
N in the magnetic theory.
We now want to use the above set up to study how the decoupling of operators affects
the superconformal index of a theory. Before incorporating any corrections due to decoupled
operators the superconformal index of the electric theory is given by
IE =
(p; p)Nc−1∞ (q; q)
Nc−1
∞
Nc!
Γ(U ; p, q)Nc−1
∫
T
Nc−1
Nc−1∏
j=1
dzj
2πizj
×
∏
1≤i<j≤Nc
Γ(Uziz
−1
j , Uz
−1
i zj ; p, q)
Γ(ziz
−1
j , z
−1
i zj ; p, q)
Nf∏
i=1
Nc∏
j=1
Γ(sizj, t
−1
i z
−1
j ; p, q) .
(A.5)
Here, zi are fugacities for the SU(Nc) gauge group and are constrained to be such that∏Nc
j=1 zj = 1. Similarly, si and ti are fugacities for the SU(Nf )L,R flavor groups respectively
and U = (pq)
1
3 .
Before taking into account the decoupling of fields M and N , the superconformal index
of the magnetic theory is given by
IM =
(p; p)N˜c−1∞ (q; q)
N˜c−1
∞
Nc!
Γ(U ; p, q)N˜c−1
∏
1≤i,j≤Nf
Γ(sit
−1
j ; p, q)
∏
1≤i,j≤Nf
Γ(Usit
−1
j ; p, q)
×
∫
T
N˜c−1
N˜c−1∏
j=1
dzj
2πizj
∏
1≤i<j≤N˜c
Γ(Uziz
−1
j , Uz
−1
i zj; p, q)
Γ(ziz
−1
j , z
−1
i zj; p, q)
×
Nf∏
i=1
N˜c∏
j=1
Γ((UST )
1
N˜c s−1i zj , (UST )
− 1
N˜c tiz
−1
j ; p, q) .
(A.6)
Here S =
∏Nc
j=1 sj = 1 and T =
∏Nc
j=1 tj = 1. The term
∏
1≤i,j≤Nf
Γ(sit
−1
j ; p, q) represents the
contribution of the singlets M to the index while the contribution of the field N is captured
by the term
∏
1≤i,j≤Nf
Γ(Usit
−1
j ; p, q).
When Nf > Nc, the above indices need no correction. The equality of IE and IM was
verified in the large-Nc limit in [64]. Some necessary conditions required for their equality at
finite-Nc were proposed and verified in [65]. We will hereon assume that IE and IM are equal
are finite Nc.
– 41 –
Let us now consider the situation when Nf < Nc. As was mentioned earlier, for these
values of Nf , the operator QQ˜, in the electric theory, decouples. The index of the interacting
theory therefore needs to be corrected in order to account for this. Taking clue from [10], we
factor out the contribution of QQ˜ from IE and claim that this will then give us the index
of the interacting electric theory when Nf < Nc. We will verify our claim by comparing the
index so obtained with that of the interacting magnetic theory. The corrected electric index
thus becomes
IE,Nf<Nc =
IE∏
1≤i,j≤Nf
Γ(sit
−1
j ; p, q)
. (A.7)
On the magnetic side, for Nf < Nc, the field M remains free. Its contribution should
therefore not be included in the magnetic SCI for the interacting theory. The corrected
magnetic index therefore becomes
IM,Nf<Nc =
IM∏
1≤i,j≤Nf
Γ(sit
−1
j ; p, q)
. (A.8)
The equality of IE,Nf<Nc and IM,Nf<Nc follows trivially from the equality of IE and IM , thus
verifying our claim that IE,Nf<Nc as given in (A.7), represents the index of the interacting
theory on the electric side.
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